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Abstract
We study the displacement function of homeomorphisms isotopic to
the identity of the universal one-dimensional solenoid and we get a char-
acterization of the lifting property for an open and dense subgroup of the
isotopy component of the identity. The dynamics of an element in this
subgroup is also described using rotation theory.
Introduction
H. Poincare´ (see [Poi]) introduced an invariant of topological conjugation called
the rotation number for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the unit cir-
cle, defined through the lifting property to the universal covering space R of the
circle.
Denote by Homeo+(S1) the group of homeomorphisms which are orientation-
preserving of S1 and let H˜omeo+(S1) be the space containing the real valued
functions that are lifts of elements in Homeo+(S1).Define τ : H˜omeo+(S1) −→ R
by
τ(F ) = lim
n−→∞
Fn(x)− x
n
.
Since the function τ is Z–invariant and it does not depend on the choice of x, it
can be projected to ρ(f) = pi(τ(f)) ∈ S1. Therefore, for any f ∈ Homeo+(S1) we
have a distinguished element ρ(f) called the Poincare´’s rotation number, which
gives information on the topological dynamics generated by f , summarized in
the following two cases:
1. ρ(f) is rational if and only if f has a periodic orbit;
2. if ρ(f) is irrational, then f is semi-conjugate to the irrational rotation by
ρ(f).
This theory was generalized to rotation sets for toral homeomorphisms iso-
topic to the identity in a similar way as in Homeo+(S1). The rotation set of any
f ∈ Homeo+(T2), also denoted by ρ(f), is a compact and convex subset of R2
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(see [M-Z]).
On the one hand, Frank’s theorem gives dynamical information (see [Fra])
similar to part (1) of above when f ∈ Homeo+(T2) such that ρ(f) has nonempty
interior. If a vector v lies in the interior of ρ(f) and has both coordinates
rational, then there is a periodic point x ∈ T2 with the property that
F q(x0)− x0
q
= v,
where x0 ∈ R2 is any lift of x and q is the least period of x.
On the other hand, T. Jaeger obtained a version of the semi-conjugation
theorem (see [Jag]) as in part (2) of Poincare´ ’s theorem for irrational pseudo-
rotations with bounded mean motion.
In the case of homeomorphisms from the real line with bounded displace-
ment, J. Kwapisz in [Kwa1] gives a nice generalization of the rotation set pre-
sented in the torus case, particulary when the displacement function is an almost
periodic function. Some aspects of the rotation theory for arbitrary manifolds
were introduced by M. Pollicott in [Pol] and recently this theory was general-
ized for solenoidal groups by A. Verjovsky and M. Cruz Lo´pez in [C-V], giving
a semi-conjugation theorem for irrational pseudo-rotations with bounded mean
motion. A detailed summary on other generalizations of this theory can be
found in [A-J].
Our goal in this article is to describe the dynamics of a certain class of home-
omorphisms of the universal one–dimensional solenoid which can be described
as follows.
The universal one–dimensional solenoid is the inverse limit of the unbrached
covering tower of S1
S := lim←−n (S
1, pn),
together with surjective homomorphisms determined by projection onto the nth
coordinate
pin : S −→ S1.
The first projection pi1 defines a locally trivial Ẑ–bundle structure
Ẑ ↪→ S −→ S1,
where
Ẑ := lim←−n
Z/nZ
is the profinite completion of Z, which is a compact perfect totally disconnected
abelian topological group homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Since Z is residually
finite, its profinite completion Ẑ admits a dense inclusion of Z. There is also
defined a dense canonical inclusion of R, σ : R −→ S.
In Section 2 of the article the displacement function for orientation-preserving
solenoidal homeomorphims isotopic to the identity will be analyzed, and we will
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compare this function with the displacement function for orientation-preserving
circle homeomorphisms. If f ∈ Homeo+(S1) we can lift it to some homeomor-
phism F : R −→ R, and any lift satisfies that the displacement function
δ := F − id : R −→ R
is periodic. The displacement function for orientation-preserving solenoidal
homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity, Homeo+(S), can be defined using
their lifts to the appropriate covering space R × Ẑ (see Section 1). These lifs
can be described as
(x, k) 7−→ (Fk(x), k) := (x+ δk(x), k),
where Fk : R −→ R is an increasing continuous function and δk : R −→ R is a
bounded continuous function. Therefore for all k ∈ Ẑ, the displacement function
is defined as
δk = Fk − id : R −→ R.
Recall now the R-action in C(R) given by
(s, δ) 7−→ δs
where δs : R −→ R is defined by δs(x) = δ(x+s), and denote by Ω(δ) the closure
of the orbit of δ. The function δ is called almost periodic if Ω(δ) is compact.
In this case it is possible to define on it a group structure. The classification
theorem for almost periodic functions (see [Bohr]) states that Ω(δ) is isomorphic
to the circle in the periodic case, Tn with n > 1 in the quasi-periodic case or a
solenoidal group in the purely limit periodic case.
If δ0 is the displacement function of f ∈ Homeo+(S) for k = 0, it will be
proved that Ω(δ0) is a quotient topological group of S of the form
Ω(δ0) ∼= S/ ker(K),
where ker(K) is the kernel of a certain continuous homomorphism K : S −→
Ω(δ0). An immediate consequence of this fact is the next description of the
displacement function for orientation-preserving solenoidal homeomorphims iso-
topic to identity.
Theorem 2.4 For all k ∈ Ẑ the displacement function δk : R −→ R is
periodic or purely limit periodic.
In Section 3 is proved that given f ∈ Homeo+(S) with displacement function
for k = 0 denoted by δ0, there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism
istopic to the identity g : Ω(δ0) −→ Ω(δ0) such that g is semi-conjugated to f
by K, i.e. the following diagram commutes
S f //
K

S
K

Ω(δ0)
g // Ω(δ0)
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An example on how this semi-conjugation gives us information on the dy-
namics generated by f is when
Ω(δ0) ∼= S/ ker(K) ∼= S1
called the subspace of induced homeomorphisms by a periodic function and de-
noted by HomeoI(S) (compare with [R-T-L]). This group is studied in Section
4 for the case of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity.
In the first part of the section, a description of such homeomorphisms is
given, in which for some n ∈ Z+, we have an orientation-preserving homeomor-
phism fn : R/nZ −→ R/nZ such that the following diagram commutes:
S f //
pin

S
pin

R/nZ
fn // R/nZ
Also we will give a description of the lift of these kinds of homeomorphisms,
which will be denoted by HomeoIn(S) for each n ∈ Z+, and will be called induced
homeomorphism of degree n by the homeomorphims fn ∈ Homeo+(R/nZ). A
first observation is that if n|m, where n,m ∈ Z, then
HomeoIn(S) ⊂ HomeoIm(S),
and we will have that
HomeoI(S) = lim−→n HomeoIn(S) =
⋃
n∈Z+
HomeoIn(S)
This subspace has a group structure and coincides with the dense subspace
of Homeo+(S) which has periodic displacement. Also we will prove that
HomeoI1(S) ∼= H˜omeo+(S1),
fitting the universal central extension (see [Ghys])
0 −→ Z −→ H˜omeo+(S1) −→ Homeo+(S1) −→ 1
into the diagram
0 //

Z //

H˜omeo+(S1) //

Homeo+(S1) //

1

0 // Rα // HomeoI1(S) // Homeo+(S1) // 1
where Rα denotes integer translations in S.
Finally, the dynamics of induced homeomorphisms can be described using
the Poincare´ theory for Homeo+(S1). In [C-V], for general homeomorphisms
which are isotopic to the identity, the authors study the irrational case and do
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not consider rational dynamics. In order to complete the dynamical picture of
Poincare´ theory in the case of induced homeomorphisms, we introduce first a
convenient concept which captures the idea of rationality.
Definition 4.9 Let f ∈ Homeo+(S). We will say that s ∈ S is p/q-fiber
periodic if there are p, q ∈ Z+ such that
fq(s) = s+ σ(p).
Here the sum is the Abelian sum along the leaves. Note that the name “fiber
periodic” is due to the fact that the point is returning to the p-fiber in s peri-
odically after q times, and we refer to the orbit of s as a p/q-fiber.
The relationship between the dynamics generated by the homeomorphism
f1 ∈ Homeo+(S1) and the dynamics generated by the induced homeomorphism
f ∈ HomeoI(S) is described in next.
Theorem 4.11 Let f ∈ Homeo+(S) be induced by a homeomorphism f1 ∈
Homeo+(S1).
1. If ρ(f) = p/q, then any point s ∈ S is a p/q-fiber periodic point or the
orbit of s is asymptotic to the orbit of a p/q-fiber periodic point.
2. If ρ(f) /∈ Q, then f is semi-conjugate to the rotation by ρ(f).
Section 1 introduces the universal one-dimensional solenoid and the lifting
properties of its homeomorphisms. In Section 2 we study the displacement
function for orientation-preserving solenoidal homeomorphisms isotopic to the
identity. Section 3 deals with the semi-conjugation to a quotient dynamics, and
finally, Section 4 talks about the dynamics generated by induced homeomor-
phisms.
1 The solenoid and its homeomorphisms that
are isotopic to the identity
In this section, the universal one-dimensional solenoid will be introduced which
is the space where we are interested in studying the dynamics generated by
orientation-preserving homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. Also these
kinds of homeomorphims and their lifting properties will be studied the end
of this section.
1.1 The solenoid
For every integer n ≥ 1 we have defined the unbranched covering space of degree
n by pn : S1 −→ S1, z 7−→ zn. If n,m ∈ Z+ and n divides m, then there exists a
unique covering map pnm : S1 −→ S1 such that pn ◦pnm = pm. This determines
a projective system of covering spaces {S1, pn}n≥1 whose projective limit is the
universal one–dimensional solenoid
S := lim←−n (S
1, pn).
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We have canonical projections determined by projection onto the nth coordinate
pin : S −→ S1.
This determines a locally trivial Ẑ–bundle structure Ẑ ↪→ S −→ S1, where
Ẑ := lim←−n
Z/mZ
is the profinite completion of Z, which is a compact perfect totally disconnected
abelian topological group homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Since Ẑ is the profi-
nite completion of Z, we have canonical projections determined by projection
onto the nth coordinate
pn : Ẑ −→ Z/nZ,
and Ẑ admits a canonical inclusion i : Z −→ Ẑ defined by t 7−→ (pn(t))n∈Z+ ,
whose image is dense. We will use t to denote i(t) ∈ Ẑ.
We can define a properly discontinuously free action of Z on R× Ẑ by
t · (x, k) := (x+ t, k − t) (t ∈ Z).
Here S is identified with the orbit space R×Z Ẑ ≡ R× Ẑ/Z, and Z is acting on
R by covering transformations and on Ẑ by translations. The path–connected
component L0 of the identity element 0 ∈ S is called the base leaf. Clearly, L0
is the image of R × {0} under the canonical projection R × Ẑ −→ S and it is
homeomorphic to R.
In summary, S is a compact connected abelian topological group and also
is a one–dimensional lamination where each “leaf” is a simply connected one–
dimensional manifold homeomorphic to the universal covering space R of S1,
and a typical ’transversal section’ is isomorphic to the Cantor group Ẑ.
1.2 Homeomorphisms that are isotopic to the identity
Let p : R× Ẑ −→ S denote the canonical projection. Then p is an infinite cyclic
covering and we have a lifting property of homeomorphisms. The space of
orientation-preserving homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity of S is denoted
by Homeo+(S), and the space containing all the liftings of homeomorphisms in
Homeo+(S) will be denoted by H˜omeo+(S). By [Kwa2] we have a complete
description of the homeomorphisms in H˜omeo+(S).
Let F : R× Ẑ −→ R× Ẑ be a lifting of f ∈ Homeo+(S) to R× Ẑ. Then F
has the form
F (x, k) = (Fk(x), k),
where Fk : R −→ R satisfies the condition of being equivariant with respect to
the Z–action:
Fk−t(x+ t) = Fk(x) + t
for any t ∈ Z. We have a continuous function given by Ẑ −→ Homeo+(R)
k 7−→ Fk, where Ft : R −→ R, and Rt : Ẑ −→ Ẑ is a minimal translation. This
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implies that F commutes with the integral translation Tt : R × Ẑ −→ R × Ẑ
given by
(x, k) 7−→ (x+ t, k − t)
and also must be invariant under the Z–action in C(Ẑ,Homeo(R)).
Moreover, Fk := id + δk where δk : R −→ R is an increasing, bounded and
continuous function. The function ∆ : R× Ẑ −→ R defined by (x, k) 7−→ δk(x)
satisfies
Tt ◦∆(x, k) = ∆(x, k),
i.e is invariant by integral translation and induces a continuous functions δ :
S → R such that
f : id + i ◦ δ.
Denote by ˜Homeo+(S) the set of all such homeomorphisms. The R−displacement
of the homeomorphism in ˜Homeo+(S) will be described in the following section.
2 Limit periodic displacements
This study began in the work [Lop] where the displacement function is intro-
duced and studied as in this section.
If F ∈ H˜omeo+(S), then the displacement function DF : Ẑ −→ C(R) can be
defined as
k 7−→ Fk − id = δk
For all k ∈ Ẑ
Lemma 2.1. If F ∈ H˜omeo+(S), the displacement function is continuous and
closed.
Proof. Since δ : R × Ẑ −→ R is continuous, by the exponential law AF is
continuous. Applying the closed function theorem we conclude that AF is closed.
Remember that if C(R) denote the set of all continuous functions from R to
R with the compact-open topology, then an R−action on C(R) is defined by
R× C(R) −→ C(R), (ϕ, t) 7−→ ϕt,
where ϕt : R −→ R is given by
ϕt(x) := ϕ(x+ t).
Denote by OR(ϕ) the orbit of ϕ under this action, and by Ω(ϕ) the closure
of OR(ϕ) in C(R). We will say that ϕ is almost periodic if Ω(ϕ) is compact.
In this case we can define a group structure “ ∗” so that for limn−→∞ ϕtn ∗
limn−→∞ ϕsn = limn−→∞ ϕtn+sn . Note that (Ω(ϕ), ∗) is a compact abelian topo-
logical group with neutral element ϕ.
If α : S −→ R is a continuous function, define
K0 : L0 ⊂ S −→ C(R), 0 7−→ α0,
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where
α0 : R −→ R
is defined by
α0 := α ◦ σ,
and σ : R ↪→ S is the 1-parameter dense subgroup. By definition
O(α0) := {αt0 ∈ C(R) : αt0(x) = αt0(x+ t)}.
Then
K0(σ(t)) = α
t
0 (t ∈ R).
Theorem 2.2. For any continuous function α : S −→ R, the function K0 can
be extended to a continuous and surjective homomorphism K : S −→ Ω(α0).
Therefore Ω(α0) is a quotient group from S.
Proof. First we will prove that K0 : L0 −→ Ω(α0) defines a surjective homo-
morphism. If ϕ ∈ O(α0), then ϕ(t) = α0(t+ r) for some r ∈ R. By definition
α0(t+ r) = α(σ(t+ r))
= α(σ(t) + σ(r))
= ασ(r)(t),
for all t, r ∈ R. This tell us that K0 is surjective. Also, the products in L0 and
O(α0) are given by the additive structure in R, which means K0 is a continuous
homomorphism. Note that this homomorphism can be naturally extended to a
surjective homomorphism
K : S −→ Ω(α0),
Since S is compact and L0 is dense, the traslation flow is an isometry, α is
uniformly continous and K0 is continuous. The image of K0 under this extension
to S is closed in Ω(α0) and must contain O(α0). Since O(α0) is dense in Ω(α0),
it follows that Im(K) = Ω(α0). Applying the first isomorphism theorem, we
conclude that
Ω(α0) ∼= S/ker(K).
Remark 2.3. Since Ω(α0) is a quotient group of S, it follows that Ω(α0) is
compact and α0 is almost-periodic. If α0 is quasi-periodic, then
Tn ∼= Ω(α0) ∼= S/ker(K)
for some n ≥ 2. Given that Tn cannot be a quotient group of S for n ≥ 2, it
follows that δ′0 is not quasi-periodic, so must be periodic or purely limit periodic.
Theorem 2.4. For all k ∈ Ẑ the displacement function δk : R −→ R is periodic
or purely limit periodic.
Proof. We know that for all k ∈ Ẑ and arbitrary n ∈ Z,
δk+n(x) = δk(x+ n).
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This implies That δk and δk+n are in the same orbit under the R−action in
C(R). This means that if δk is limit periodic for some k ∈ Ẑ, then δk+n will be
limit periodic for every n ∈ Z. Thus, it is enough to prove that for some fixed
k ∈ Ẑ, δk is limit periodic. We will prove this for δ0.
If δ : R× Ẑ −→ R is a bounded continuous function and Z-invariant, then δ
induces a continuous function δ : S −→ R. Denote by δ0 the function obtained
in the proof of the last theorem. It is easy to see that δ0 coincides with the
function δ0 since we have the following commutative diagram
R
δ0
##σ′ //
σ
""
R× Ẑ
P

δ // R
S
δ
<<
Here σ′(x) = (x, 0), therefore
δ0 = δ ◦ σ′
= δ ◦ P ◦ σ′
= δ ◦ σ
= δ0.
Since δ0 is limit periodic, it follows that δ0 is limit periodic. So then δk is limit
periodic for every k ∈ Ẑ.
Denote by Homeop+(S) ⊂ Homeo+(S) the homeomorphisms having periodic
displacement function and by Homeolp+(S) ⊂ Homeo+(S) the homeomorphisms
having purely limit periodic displacement function. The obvious theorem is the
following.
Theorem 2.5. Homeo+(S) = Homeop+(S)∪Homeolp+(S). Moreover, Homeop+(S)
is a dense subgroup.
Proof. Homeolp+(S) is closed since it contains its limit points. Moreover each
function in Homeolp+(S) can be aproximated by functions in Homeop+(S), and
therefore Homeop+(S) is dense.
Theorem 2.6. Let F ∈ H˜omeo+(S) be given by F (x, k) = (x + δk(x), k). If
DF : Ẑ→ C(R) is injective, then DF (k) := δk is limit periodic for all k ∈ Ẑ.
Proof. If DF is injective then δk 6= δk+n for all n ∈ Z. By the Z-invariance of δ,
we know that for every x ∈ R
δk(x) 6= δk+n(x) = δk(x+ n).
We conclude that δk cannot be periodic, so must be limit periodic.
We will give a charactization of Homeop+(S) in Section 4.
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3 The semi-conjugation theorem
In this seccion the dynamics generated by f ∈ Homeo+(S) will be compared
with the dynamics generated by a homeomorphism of a qoutient group of S.
Given f ∈ Homeo+(S), the displacement function at the level 0, δ0, satisfies
Ω(δ0) ∼= S/ ker(K),
where ker(K) is the kernel of a specific homomorphism K. Now we would like
to give a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity g : Ω(δ0) −→ Ω(δ0) such that
is semi-conjugated to f by K i.e. the following diagram commutes
S f //
K

S
K

Ω(δ0)
g // Ω(δ0)
First, given a limit periodic function δ : R −→ R, suppose that F : R −→ R
defined as x 7−→ x+ δ(x) is an increasing homeomorphism, define g : Ω(δ) −→
Ω(δ) by
γ 7−→ γ ∗ δγ(0)
where “∗” denotes the product defined on Ω(δ) in the section 2.
Lemma 3.1. g defines a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity.
Proof. We notice that g is a continuous function because ∗ and the “valuation
function” are continuous. Since Ω(δ) is compact, it is enough to prove that g is
a bijective.
This function is onto since it is onto on OR(δ) which is a dense set in Ω(δ)
and g is continuous.
To prove that g is one to one, we can take α, β ∈ Ω(δ) such that α = δa
and β = δb and suppose that g(β) = g(α) then
α ∗ δα(0) = β ∗ ββ(0).
By definition α ∗ δα(0) = δa+δ(a) and β ∗ δβ(0) = δb+δ(b). Therefore
δ(x+ a+ δ(a)) = δ(x+ b+ δ(b))
For all x ∈ R. Using x = −δ(a) it satisfies
δ(a) = δ(b+ δ(b)− δ(a)).
But
F (b+ δ(b)− δ(a)) = b+ δ(b)− δ(a) + δ(b+ δ(b)− δ(a))
= b+ δ(b)− δ(a) + δ(a)
= b+ δ(b)
= F (b).
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Since F is an increasing homeomorphism b = b + δ(b) − δ(a) and therefore
δ(b) = δ(a). This implies
(β)−1 ∗ α = ββ(0) ∗ (δα(0))−1 = δδ(b)−δ(a) = δ0,
and α = β. We can extend this arguments by limits to all Ω(δ) to prove the
injectivity of g. Finally, if G : [0, 1]× Ω(δ) −→ Ω(δ) is defined by
(c, γ) 7−→ γ ∗ δcγ(0),
then G is an isotopy from g to the identity.
The next theorem follows from the argument above.
Theorem 3.2. If f ∈ Homeo+(S) and δ0 is the displacement function at the
level 0, then g : Ω(δ0) −→ Ω(δ0) is semi-conjugated to f by K.
4 Induced homeomorphisms and its dynamics
4.1 Induced homeomorphisms
Given f1 ∈ Homeo+(S1), we can extend it to a homeomorphism f ∈ Homeo+(S)
which will be our first example for the dynamics generated by a homeomorphism
in Homeo+(S) and its relationship with the rotation set.
Given n ≥ 2, define fn : R/nZ −→ R/nZ extending f1 in the following way.
Choose a lifting F1 : R −→ R which is a Z-equivariant homeomorphism, and
thus nZ-equivariant, and project it to a homeomorphism fn : R/nZ → R/nZ.
Note that these homeomorphisms satisfy the compatibility condition, i.e. if
n|m, then the following diagram commutes.
R/mZ
pnm //
fm

R/nZ
fn

R/mZ
pnm // R/nZ
Therefore there is a well defined homeomorphism:
f : S −→ S,
which covers f1 in the sense that the following diagram commutes
S f //
pi1

S
pi

R/Z
f1 // R/Z.
We will call these kinds of homeomorphisms induced homeomorphisms of de-
gree 1, and the subspace of all these homeomorphisms will be denoted by
HomeoI1(S).
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We can write each fn as id+δn, where δn : R/nZ −→ R/nZ can be identified
with a nZ-invariant function δn : R/nZ −→ R. In this case, each δn is Z-
invariant and bounded by 1, therefore f can be written as
f((x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . )) = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . )
+ (δ1(x1), δ2(x2), . . . , δn(xn), . . . ).
It is clear from the definitions that if
f := id + δ ∈ HomeoI1(S)
is induced by
f1 := id + δ1 ∈ Homeo+(S1),
then the following diagram commutes.
R
δ0
##σ′ //
σ
""
pi

R× Ẑ
P

δ // R
S
δ
<<
pi1

S1
δ1
EE
Note that the displacement function from f is determined by
δ((x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . )) = (δ1(x1), δ2(x2), . . . , δn(xn), . . . ).
It follows that δ(x) ∈ L0 for all x ∈ S, and we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. HomeoI1(S) ⊂ Homeo+(S).
Remark 4.2. This homeomorphism is unique modulo integer translations in
the base leaf due to the dependence of the choice of the lifting to R when we
induce the homeomorphisms fn, i.e. we have the exact sequence
0 // Rα // HomeoI1(S) // Homeo+(S1) // 1
where Rα := {rα : S → S|rα(s) = s+ α, α ∈ i(Z) ⊂ S} ∼= Z.
The universal central extension (see [Ghys])
0 −→ Z −→ H˜omeo+(S1) −→ Homeo+(S1) −→ 1
fits into the diagram
0 //

Z //

H˜omeo+(S1) //

Homeo+(S1) //

1

0 // Rα // HomeoI1(S) // Homeo+(S1) // 1
where Rα denotes integer translations in S, the next isomorphism follows.
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Theorem 4.3. HomeoI1(S) ' H˜omeo+(S1).
It is important to notice that if f ∈ HomeoI1(S) is induced by f1 ∈ Homeo+(S)
then following diagram commutes.
S f //
pi1

S
pi1

R/Z
f1 // R/Z
In the next theorem we will see that this property characterizes the induced
homeomorphism of degree 1 in Homeo+(S).
Theorem 4.4. f ∈ HomeoI1(S) if and only if f ∈ Homeo+(S) and the following
diagram commutes.
S f //
pi1

S
pi1

R/Z
f1 // R/Z.
Proof. “⇒” It follows directly from the last theorem and the definition.
“⇐” Any f ∈ Homeo+(S) preserve the leaves and the orientation and the
following diagram commutes
S f //
pi1

S
pi1

R/Z
f1 // R/Z,
so that f is σ(Z)–invariant. Therefore its lift will be as in the last theorem.
We conclude that f ∈ HomeoI1(S).
Now we would like to generalize this idea to induced homeomorphisms of de-
gree n. Specifically, we are thinking about elements in Homeo+(S) that satisfy,
for some level n ∈ Z+, the following diagram
S f //
pin

S
pin

R/nZ
fn // R/nZ
We will give a description of the lifts of these kind of homeomorphisms,
which we denote by HomeoIn(S) for each n ∈ Z+, and we call these induced
homeomorphism of degree n by the homeomorphims fn ∈ Homeo+(R/nZ).
Theorem 4.5. f ∈ HomeoIn(S) is induced by a homeomorphisms fn ∈ Homeo+(S1)
if and only if f has a lift F : R× Ẑ→ R× Ẑ such that
(x, k) 7−→ (Fn(x, k), k) = (F0(x) + r(k), k)
where F0 : R → R is a lift of fn to R and r(k) ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} is determined
by r(k) = i if k ∈ p−1n (i), and pn denotes the canonical projection Ẑ −→ Z/nZ.
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Proof. Note that the restriction of f to the base leaf is an increasing nZ-invariant
function. Therefore f |L0 : L0 −→ L0 is a σ(nZ)−invariant function, and we
must have that
f(x+ σ(n)) = f(x) + σ(n).
Let F0 : R −→ R be the restriction of a lift to R× Ẑ in level 0. Then F0 can be
seen as a nZ-invariant lift to R of fn, and satisfies
f(x+ n) = f(x) + n.
By the equivariance with respect to the diagonal action, for each k ∈ Z,
(Fn(x), k) = (F0(x) + r(k), k)
where r(k) = k (mod n). Since the inclusion of Z in Ẑ is dense and the function
D : Ẑ −→ Homeo+(R)
is continuous and constant on each integer in the open set p−1n (i), it follows that
D is constant on the whole open set.
Corollary 4.6. If two homeomorphisms are induced by the same homeomor-
phism fn ∈ Homeo+(R/nZ), then they differ by an integer.
An important observation is that if n|m for n,m ∈ Z, then HomeoIn(S) ⊂
HomeoIm(S) because the following diagram commutes.
S f //
pin

S
pin

R/nZ
fn //
pmn

R/nZ
pmn

R/mZ
fm // R/mZ
Here fm is the projection of fn by the covering function pmn. Therefore we
have an inductive system {HomeoIn(S)}n∈Z+ with inclusion functions. Denote
by HomeoI(S) the direct limit of this system, then
HomeoI(S) =
⋃
n∈Z+
HomeoIn(S).
Theorem 4.7. HomeoI(S) is an open and dense set in Homeo+(S)
Proof. It is enough to prove that HomeoI(S) is homeomorphic to Homeop+(S),
which are the functions with periodic displacement. It is easy to see that if f
has periodic displacement with period p/q, then f is induced of degree p, so
using Theorem 4.5, we can finish the proof. It also follows that
Homeo+(S) = HomeoI(S) unionsqHomeolp+(S).
Remark 4.8. HomeoI(S) has a subgroup structure with the induced operation.
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4.2 The dynamics of induced homeomorphisms
First we will talk about the rational dynamics. It is obvious that in this case we
do not have periodic points; so the next definition replaces the role of periodic
points by periodic fibers.
Definition 4.9. Let f ∈ Homeo+(S). The point s ∈ S is called p/q-fiber
periodic if there exist p, q ∈ Z+ such that
fq(s) = s+ σ(p),
where σ : R −→ S is the one-parameter subgroup. We will write just s + p to
denote s+σ(p). Note that the name “fiber periodic” is due to the fact that the
point is returning periodically to the fiber in s and we refer to the orbit of s as
a p/q-fiber.
The relationship between the dynamics generated by the homeomorphism
f1 ∈ Homeo+(S1) and the dynamics generated by the induced homeomorphism
f ∈ Homeo+(S) is described as follows.
Lemma 4.10. Let f ∈ Homeo+(S) be induced by a homeomorphism f1 ∈
Homeo+(S1). If ρ(f) = p/q then f has a p/q-fiber periodic point.
Proof. From Theorem 4.5 we know that the lift of f to the covering space R× Ẑ
is
F (x, k) := (F0(x), k),
where F0 : R → R is a lift of f to R. Poincare´’s theory says that for F there
exists a point x ∈ R such that F (x) = x+ 1.
The set {
(Fn(x, k)| n ∈ Z, k ∈ Ẑ
}
is equivariant under the Z−action and the projection to S satisfies the condition
required.
Theorem 4.11. Let f ∈ HomeoI(S) be induced by a homeomorphism f1 ∈
Homeo+(S1).
1. If ρ(f) = p/q, then any point s ∈ S is p/q-fiber periodic point or the orbit
of s is asymptotic to a p/q-fiber.
2. If ρ(f) /∈ Q, then f is semi-conjugate to the rotation by ρ(f).
Proof. Using Theorem 4.6 of [C-V], it is sufficient to prove that f satisfies the
bounded mean motion condition. It is easy to see that this condition holds since
the restriction to any leaf is a σ(Z)-periodic function.
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